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From the President

Hello OM’s and welcome to our summer newsletter. It has been a
year like no other. First and foremost it is my hope and that of the
wider OM Committee that this newsletter finds you well and having
weathered the period since our last newsletter in good health. Many
people have been affected and if that has been you then please
accept the good wishes of us all here for your speedy recovery.
Of course the nature of this national, indeed global emergency,
brought about some significant changes for the OM. One of which is
that I am still here! With the cancellation of the Annual dinner and the
wider events calendar on hold we decided to roll the handover of
President to Graham Walker forward a year. It has been my pleasure to be President this
past year and I am delighted to get an extended contract.
Whilst unable to meet in person as an OM Committee we have (like the rest of the UK)
met on Zoom. Not the same as meeting in person but a great way to ensure good
attendance to meetings and hopefully to make joining the committee a possibility to people
now living away from Maidstone. Might that be you? We are always looking to bring fresh
skills and wider representation into
the body that runs the OM and would
love to hear from you if in this new
world of remote working joining might
be a possibility.
As soon as it is possible we will get
the events schedule up and running
again. In the meantime take care.
Here is proof that the committee has
been busy ‘Zooming’ during the
lockdown
Musical Chairs
The Committee has undergone a few planned structural changes during lockdown.
Richard Ratcliffe had made known his desire to
stand down after an incredible twenty-two years
as Chairman, a length of service that I’m sure
will never be surpassed. Under Richard’s tenure
the Society has extended its reach with new
types of events such as the annual London gettogethers and quiz nights at the school, seen its
membership increase to well over 2,000, and
established a growing presence on social media.
A major achievement was of course the
fundraising campaign that saw the school’s re-imagined War Memorial Library emerge as
a state-of-the art facility that generations of pupils will benefit from, and Richard must take
a huge amount of credit for the vision and commitment with which he drove the project.
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Richard has made an immeasurable contribution to the life of the school, having also
served on the Governing Body, which he chaired for some years. The Society continues to
be hugely indebted to him.
Succeeding Richard as Chairman is John Clayton, who has
served on the committee for twelve years. John was
previously our Vice-Chairman and Secretary, and has
organised many annual suppers and quiz nights in recent
years. John has also been a member of the school’s
Governing Body since 1999 and is its Vice-Chairman.
John also managed to persuade Richard to take over as
Secretary for a year or two, so the ‘dream team’ is still
together, albeit in different roles!
Graham Belson had indicated his wish to relinquish the role of Membership Secretary, and
Sean Scurr has volunteered to take on this important role. Graham will continue as
Treasurer.
Graham Walker has also volunteered to succeed Richard as Secretary after his term as
President.
A Headmaster in Lockdown
I write this article thinking that the governing body should have
had a question during my headmaster interview asking, ‘so Mr
Tomkins, what experience do you have running an organisation
through a pandemic?!’ After 23 years of teaching and eight
years as Headmaster of MGS, I never thought I would
experience what I have done over these last few months. As I
look back and reflect on what has happened, I can clearly say
that Thursday 19 March, the day before we closed, was
probably the hardest day of my career.
We all knew that schools would close at some point, and so we
worked hard in those preceding weeks preparing for it. What we
did not expect though, was for the GCSE and A-Level examinations to be cancelled. I was
at home on Wednesday 18 March watching the Downing Street Briefing, and was taken
aback when I heard that all examinations would be cancelled. Within a few minutes I was
receiving emails and text messages from various people asking what we would be doing
and what they thought we should be doing. I had to very quickly gather my thoughts and
come up with some kind of plan, and this is why the following day, Thursday 19 March,
was the hardest of my career.
Not only did I have to speak to Years 11 and 13 to try to reassure them about what was
going to happen, and provide them with answers to questions that I did not have, but I also
had to support my colleagues, deal with concerned parents, keep the students calm as
they saw it as an early holiday, and look after myself. It was an incredibly draining day
both emotionally and mentally. The following day though, Friday 20 March, was a slightly
better one for me, but an incredibly sad one as it signified an abrupt end for a number of
students. Many of our Year 11 students will be returning to MGS in September, but it is
Year 13 who have not had their rite of passage – they were not able to have their leavers’
photograph, their leavers’ assembly, sing the School Song in the Big Hall or have their
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leavers’ prom. Because of this, I am determined that we as a school, when it is safe to do
so, should do something in the future to acknowledge the year group’s passing.
Once we had closed, we quickly moved the day-to-day work of the school online. Since
Monday 23 March, many members of staff have been working from home and we have
been delivering all of our lessons online: it is this aspect of the lockdown period that I am
most proud of. The response from the staff was overwhelming and the quality of what we
were able to produce has been fantastic. The staff have continuously up-skilled
themselves to provide a really good experience for the students and this has been
received so positively by the parents.
Closing the school back in March was difficult, but opening again in June was even more
challenging. Reopening a school and needing to follow the government guidelines
required us to really think outside the box. Schools are essentially mass gatherings of
people, and even if we adapted classrooms to accommodate fewer students, as soon as
those students stepped out into the corridors they would struggle to remain at a safe
distance. Clear signage around the school, use of toilets, and the sharing of essential
equipment are just some examples of things that we needed to consider. Eventually we
reached a sensible decision to bring small groups of students in at any one time, either to
complete essential work that required school facilities, or to get more one-to-one support
from teachers. The vast majority of students, though, remained at home and continued
their learning online. We are now looking to September to see how we will start the new
academic year - answers on a postcard please!
As for me, during lockdown I have been in school each day working from my office,
delivering online lessons to my classes and overseeing the supervision of the key worker
children, of which we had on average about eight in on each day. Working at school was
also good for me on a personal level. It kept me in a routine, got me out of my house and
ensured that I spoke to at least one person each day. It also allowed me to keep up with
my daily exercise goal. I am so pleased to be able to say that I have exercised every day
since Monday 23rd March, and as I write this have travelled a total of over 1000km! Also
during lockdown, I have had the pleasure of catching up with the former school captains
and school vice-captains that I have worked with. I have always kept in contact with
former students, as it is wonderful to see how they have grown, but, particularly through
lockdown, speaking to them and seeing their faces has really helped me get through the
difficult times. Thank you to them all.
Finally, I wish to say ‘thank you’ to four people. To Heather Cook, Denise Friend, Robbie
Ferguson and Rachel Johnson. The four of them have been tremendous in their support
for me. These last few months have been challenging at times, but in some way, also
exhilarating, but the support from these four members of staff has been so gratefully
received. I could not have done it without them.
Stay safe everyone and thank you.
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Recording A Moment in History: MGS and the Covid-19 Experience
Graham Walker, MGS History Teacher, 1981 to 2018, and the OMS President-Elect,
was asked to document the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic on MGS.
We share here a slightly shortened version of the full article which gives context to and
provides MGS with its own account of the extraordinary events of 2020 and how school life
was affected. The full article is on the OMS website.
Writes Graham….
Though the world has faced pandemics before, such as the fourteenth-century Black
Death and the twentieth-century ‘Spanish Flu’, the worldwide social restrictions caused by
the current Covid-19 crisis are unique. At one point, over one-third of the world’s
population was experiencing ‘lockdown’, and the global economy has contracted faster
and further than during any previous downturn, including the Great Depression of the
1930s.
Since the late nineteenth century Education has become an increasingly important part of
Government policy, and schools are an integral part of society, so inevitably head teachers
and governors were confronted, and challenged by this ‘Brave New World’.
MGS, with its long history dating back to 1549, has been affected by, and adapted to,
many crises before. For example Maidstone’s infamous Typhoid epidemic of 1897 which
led to the MGS boarders of School House, being moved to carry on their education in
Southborough, Tunbridge Wells as the following extract from the Christmas 1897
Maidstonian Magazine explains: ‘The Maidstonian typhoid epidemic which erupted in the
late Summer of 1897 meant that when School reassembled in September all water or milk,
for whatever purpose used, was boiled for regulation ten minutes, and other precautions of
a similar character were taken… After a fortnight however, the epidemic meanwhile having
shown no sign of abatement, the Head Master, in order to restore the confidence of those
parents who on the first alarm had elected, in reply to the School circular on the subject, to
have their boys at home, took a house for the boarders at Southborough, Tunbridge Wells;
the boarders who still remained in the School house were transferred bag and baggage to
Southborough, where they were joined by the absentees. Thus then, throughout the term,
a double School has been run, the Day School in Maidstone and the Boarding School at
Southborough. Mr Blackhouse, as Second Master, has had charge of the boys at
Southborough. The Head Master has divided his time daily between the two Schools.
Work has gone on as usual, but the Games have been entirely disorganised: all football
fixtures for this term have had to be cancelled and this is more to be regretted because the
team promised well. The epidemic is practically at an end now, the source of danger
having been discovered…. We are glad to state that thanks to these wise measures, not a
single case of typhoid among either boys, Masters or servants in the School house has
occurred.’
I would argue that the daily lives of MGS students have never been so disrupted to the
extent experienced by the current cohort. The vast majority of students haven’t had any
face-to-face classroom experience since Friday 20 March: over 100 days, and counting.
So how has MGS had to adapt? The Government announced that from Monday 23
March, schools would be open only for students whose parents were essential workers.
For MGS this was approximately 20 students, of which eight to ten regularly attended.
They were based in computer rooms, with two teachers to supervise them while they
fulfilled their online assignments. All schools were expected to provide online lessons,
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and MGS was well-equipped to implement this for years the provision of Studywiz, which was
updated a few years ago to the VLE (Virtual
Learning Environment) where staff could put
information, homework, etc. for all their classes,
and students and teachers can communicate.
Some staff were already well-versed in this tool,
but now all staff had to familiarise themselves
and use this platform to put all their timetabled
lessons on. So staff were working from home
most of the time which fell in line with
Government desires. Students could send their
questions and assignments electronically, some staff delivering their lessons ‘live’ online.
Teachers were asked to predict the GCSE levels (1-9) and A-Level grades (A*-U) that their
students were expected to achieve, and then departments had the tricky task of ranking all
their students within the level or grade allocated. The School also wanted to continue their
internal assessments for Years 7 to 10 and 12, to help monitor progress, and extra
columns were added for engagement grades (April, May and June), assessing how fully
their students were tapping into the online activities on the VLE.
On 2 June, I was invited to
attend the belated and
pruned ceremony where
the outgoing School
Captain (Jonah) and
School Vice-Captain (Jack)
formally handed over the
reins of office to the new
incumbents (Chris and
Tom). It was interesting to
get the views of the four
sixth-form students on the
impact of the recent
dislocation to their education. All were philosophical, with the Year 13s very disappointed
at ‘not being able to formally say goodbye to the school that they love’. The Year 12s were
very pleased at how the School had made lessons available online, and were impressed
by the pre-filming of many lessons and the opportunity to discuss issues with staff online.
However, they were hoping to get into school as soon as possible, particularly to get faceto-face guidance on imminent issues such as coursework and UCAS procedures and
personal statements.
This day also happened to be the first of eight Year
11 and Year 13 book return days, organised very
different from the usual to ensure a regular,
manageable flow of students, who could keep the
relevant social distance. The School looked very
different as it was gearing-up for a fuller, though still
partial, opening: there was an abundance of new
signs on walls and floors indicating one-way
systems, two metre distance, reminders of basic
hygiene guidance; there were many improvised
hand-sanitiser stations; in classrooms the double
desks had been replaced by single exam desks, but
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the two-metre distance regulation meant that only 7-9 desks could be accommodated.
The Government announced that from June 15,
secondary schools should open their doors to
more students, if they felt they were ready and
able to implement the many health and safety
guidelines to help protect pupils and
employees. Ultimately the decision on when,
and how best, to widen pupil attendance was
down to the individual head teachers. MGS
decided that they would invite in some Year 10
and 12 students on Mondays, Wednesdays and
Fridays, with the school to be deep-cleaned on
Tuesdays and Thursdays. The invited students
would be in ‘bubbles’ consisting of about 9, and
they would stay in the same classroom for their am or pm slot. Subject teachers would
come and give relevant lessons and feedback sessions. About 45 students were invited in
for the morning sessions, and a further 45 to attend the pm slot, with different rooms being
used.
Later on in June the Prime Minister announced that the two-metre rule could be reduced to
one metre, and he stipulated that the aim was to have all students experiencing full-time
learning in school at the start of the next academic year in September. This can probably
only be achievable if there is no social distancing stipulation. Getting students back into
the classroom is clearly an important and laudable ambition, but education is so much
more than academic learning. Schools should be places of opportunity to develop wideranging skills, interests and characteristics, and so hopefully it won’t be too long before
school sport, music, drama, CCF, trips and visits etc. - all the activities that are so integral
into making MGS the special place it is - are back up-and-running.
Clearly whenever the ’green light’ is given for ‘normal education service’ to be resumed,
schools will face many challenges, including how to consolidate the missed lessons; how
to get through the syllabuses; how to quickly, and effectively, assess the level of
understanding gleaned from the remote learning; how to put in strategies and target
revision sessions to close the inevitable wider attainment gap that will have emerged as a
result of expecting all students to be more pro-active in their independent learning.
Dealing with the disparity of the amount, and quality, of work completed by individual
students during the ‘lockdown’ will be an essential task, but one I am sure that MGS will
address and resolve.
Lockdown Articles from the outgoing School Captain (Jonah) and School
Vice-Captain (Jack)
Jonah Diomede
‘Such is life’, a saying attributable, at least as far as MGS students are concerned, to Mrs
Rackham’s lengthy catalogue of idiosyncratic phrases that became perhaps all-too-familiar
amongst those she taught, and this is one that has particularly stuck with me. In these
extraordinary times (in more ways than one), I often wonder whether it is appropriate to
apply it to the situation we find ourselves in, or whether we are at such a bewildering point
in history that it would be too great a trivialisation to do so.
In some ways, it is not a complete misrepresentation of reality. Although life has changed
significantly, for the vast majority of us students it goes on, along with most of its features,
good and bad. Many of us continue to work in our retailed occupations and prepare for
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university. We still argue with siblings, look forward to talking with friends, and watch our
favourite shows. In fact, our day-to-day routines now may not look too dissimilar to how
they would have done in otherwise ‘normal’ times. Maybe it is not that the nuts and bolts
of our lives have dramatically changed, but that the opportunity to do the special things
that we all looked forward to, which fell outside our daily routines, has been snatched from
us.
We no longer have the opportunity to relish a fancy meal to celebrate a familial
achievement. We no longer have the opportunity to enjoy the weekly football game we
used to play with our friends. For many Year 13s, we no longer have the opportunity to
look forward to the glorious post A-Level holiday we had planned. And perhaps most
heartbreakingly of all, for our year, we did not get the opportunity to fully embrace our
leavers’ procession: the emotional build up to a chaotic and tear-filled leavers’ day, an illmannered but hearty Captain’s speech that flirted with the boundaries of appropriateness,
a dramatic final address from the Headmaster, and a memorable (at least for the
responsible drinkers), magnificent prom. It may be that these things will come to pass, in
their own way, but until then we will have to bear the fact that we have been robbed of
something beautiful.
What’s interesting, though, is that none of these things is ‘ordinary’ at all: they don’t form
part of our day-to-day lives. Perhaps it is precisely because they are out of the ordinary
events that they are so meaningful to us, and their disappearance has taken an
unmistakable toll on our lives. Maybe it’s the case that we are living in unprecedented
times not because our normal has been turned upside down, but because life is nothing
but normal, and we don’t like it. In that case, I, along with the rest of my year I’m sure,
look forward to the day where life regains its extraordinariness once again. Hopefully we
will have to wait only a little longer.
Jack Ward
In ten years' time, will I remember the 2019/2020 academic year as the year that Jonah
and I joined forces with the senior leadership team and the student management team to
achieve so much and learn so much from the captaincy of MGS? Or will I remember it as
the year the chance to prove myself in my position was cut short, with ‘goodbyes’ never
said, and ‘thank yous’ and gratitude never shown to the extent to which they were
deserved? The value of a hug or a handshake is never truly felt until you can no longer
give them. Human contact is necessary to help people understand whether what they did
was right or wrong. For many people it is how they validate their actions. Lockdown has
given me the chance to see what I take for granted in everyday life.
The honest answer is, I don’t know. Lockdown has been very hard for me and so many
others across the school network. From teachers to other pupils and Old Maidstonians,
COVID-19 has affected our relationship with Maidstone Grammar School massively,
whether directly or indirectly. But I also cannot remember a time where so many new,
exciting doors and opportunities have opened for me.
In my opinion, real change occurs when a ‘should’ turns into a ‘must’. ‘I should exercise
more, I should get a job, I should spend more time with my family or friends’. When that
should turns into a must you will truly see your potential. The coronavirus lockdown has
given us the time and opportunities we need to turn those shoulds into musts.
In essence then, as I am sure you are aware, lockdown specifically has both positives and
negatives and they will be different for everyone. It’s given me the chance to look back
over the recent past and identify points in my tenure as School Vice-Captain and simply as
a student of MGS, where I made mistakes, but it is important not to dwell. The 5 - 5 rule
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states that if it won’t matter in 5 years do not spend more than 5 minutes worrying about it.
Lockdown has also allowed me to look back at what I did right. The handover ceremony is
a great example of that. To hear what a positive difference I made to some people’s
school and even home lives makes me feel proud, and without lockdown maybe I would
have never said ‘well done’ to myself.
The incoming School Captain (Chris) reflects on life in lockdown
Three months ago, in March, I received the joyous surprise of being awarded the position
of School Captain. I was both shocked and buzzing with excitement for the year ahead.
On that day, the prospect of school closure was inconceivable and unimaginable. Yet
now, coronavirus has undoubtedly had negative impacts on all of us, in both the school
community and wider society; nevertheless, my excitement remained as the prospect of
virtual schooling offered fresh and unique opportunities to the role.
While technology – being both revolutionary but sometimes detrimental in its mishaps –
evoked doubtfulness, my first three months of online learning have been surprisingly
smooth, effective and interactive. From live lessons, to pre-filmed videos and collaborative
virtual notebooks, the opportunities that online learning has offered, while not the same as
being physically in a classroom, may revolutionise the creative future of education.
In regard to how the coronavirus crisis has affected captaincy, both Tom and I remain in
contact with Mr Tomkins via video calls, meeting online every two weeks for the iconic
‘Blanter’ session, a tradition from Ben’s and Lydia’s tenure that involves catching up and
discussing the inner workings of the school. From quizzes to virtual treasure hunts, it’s
been great to chat with the Headmaster about both the formalities of the school and his
favourite TV viewing (though I’m sure that this is reducing in light of the reopening of
schools and the necessary efforts that come with that). Additionally, Tom and I have made
an appearance to students through our YouTube video that addresses effective learning
from home. Inevitably, it was going to be difficult to create fluidity and continuity given that
we were each recording from remote locations, but with some simple scripting and much
editing, the video was successful and received lots of embarrassing but kind compliments.
We also hope to increase the students’ interaction with the school in our forthcoming
launch of virtual clubs, which will provide diverse extra-curricular opportunities across the
school, while offering the opportunity to further sixth-form students’ leadership and
mentoring skills. As such, we both hope to continue and further our interaction with
students in the coming weeks, albeit in a virtual capacity.
The incoming School Vice-Captain (Tom) reflects on the Handover Ceremony
The Handover Ceremony has definitely been one of the biggest highlights for me from the
past few months. I was curious as to what it would entail as I had never heard about it
until I was appointed Vice-Captain back in March and I was really looking forward to taking
part. I remember waking up that morning and being excited to wear a suit for the first time
in months. Once I stepped outside, I realised that I would be one of the first students to go
back to the school we all love and missed, and I felt honoured to be in that position.
I had been looking forward to social interaction for weeks and although Zoom calls had
been a great way to keep in touch with friends and combat boredom, they did not compare
to seeing people in person and laughing at their lockdown stories. Catching up with Chris,
Miss Johnson, Mr Ferguson and many other members of staff was the first exciting start of
the morning I had had in months, and soon it was time for the main event. We all gathered
in the lobby with Jonah and Jack, the previous School Captain and Vice-Captain, by the
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HMS Maidstone bell. Mr Tomkins thanked everyone for their presence and congratulated
Jonah and Jack for the outstanding work they carried out in their respective roles
throughout the year, and I couldn’t agree more with his statement.
Jonah and Jack then explained how they would never forget the vital skills that they had
learnt over their tenure. At the sound of the bell ringing, I felt the responsibility to continue
all the amazing work that Jonah and Jack had done. I felt privileged to be taking part in
this event and I thought it was a testament to how much MGS values tradition, that, even
in these difficult times, we all managed to come together as a community to celebrate the
year past. Although the day was a success, it was also tinged with a bit of sadness for
me, as I knew that in a year’s time I’d be standing where Jack was (hopefully closer than
two metres from my peers), saying goodbye to the school that has helped to shape me as
an individual and that I have grown to love. Still, I have a year left to enjoy!
MGS and OMS EVENTS
It will come as no surprise that the school has also cancelled all non-essential events. If
necessary, the school can be contacted on 01622 752101, or by e-mail at
school@mgs.kent.sch.uk.
Clearly, this is still a difficult time for all of us, and the members of the Committee wish you
all the very best of fortune.
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
Readers might like to know that since the advent of GDPR, we have stopped printing
people’s school dates unless they give us specific permission to do so, in writing. The
reason, of course, is that such dates can be a valuable piece of information to anyone who
is contemplating the perpetration of identity theft.
Also, we now cannot print the names of people in photographs without specific permission,
and when correspondents mention anyone else in any context, we sometimes have the
problem of trying to establish if someone might still be alive, in which case, we can’t use
any of their details.
These new regulations do fulfil an important function, but they cause all kinds of
headaches, and can result in much less interesting information being published in
newsletters like ours.
Musings from the Penthouse
I was rather naïve in my last article, in hoping that by the time that you read the article, the
coronavirus might have disappeared. I suppose that I was hoping, rather than expecting.
For those of you who have lost loved ones, or, who are still suffering from the effects of
having caught it, I offer you my deepest sympathy. What I am almost sure of, is that you
have heard more than enough about this pandemic from the media, so apart from a brief
mention below you can read on in peace.
Someone said to me a week or two back that they were having trouble finding something
to do whilst in lockdown. It would appear that many Old Maidstonians have been busy,
very busy indeed, judging from the emails that the archives have received since March.
There was the puzzling case of the two R. Hughes, where school dates and the ages of
the people failed to agree. Resulting from that search however came a wonderful donation
for the archives: John Pearce has given his copies of the vinyl recordings of Offenbach’s
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La Belle Hélène performed by the school and
school orchestra in 1970 (with help from
Maidstone Girls Grammar School and Maidstone
Girls Technical School) and an Evensong
recording from the tour of the West Country that
the school choir made over Easter 1969 (again
with the help of MGGS). John was not quite sure
where the Easter recording was made, but it may
have been in Wells Cathedral. John has also
produced an mp3 version of them, so we can share
that as necessary. On behalf of the school and the
archives - thank you. (See below for more information
about La Belle Hélène.)
At the time of writing, we are going to be given a copy
of David Parker’s book Christmas and Charles
Dickens in which he puts into perspective the theory
that 'Dickens invented Christmas'. Dr David Parker,
as he became, was a renowned expert on Charles
Dickens and was, for 20 years, Curator of The Charles Dickens Museum in London,
having taught in Malaysia and for the Open University. Being a Dickens fan, I shall be
putting my name down as the first to borrow the book, which is being given by one of
David’s peers, Ron Dillon (see below). Thank you as well Ron for your generosity.
The joy of finding facts about people’s relatives always gives pleasure to
any archivist, and when Dawn Garfath asked if we had any details about
her grandfather, William Herbert Cable, the information flooded in in both
directions. William, whose family came originally from Teston, and Forfar
in Scotland, attended MGS about 1916 or 1917 and left in 1923 having
attained the rank of School Captain in 1923. (The photograph was taken
in 1920.) He became Platoon Commander in the Officer Training Corp,
played in the 2nd XI in football, won numerous swimming (he won the
Monkton Challenge Cup three times), athletic and gymnasium events.
One of his achievements was winning the ‘Throwing the Cricket Ball’
three times and coming third in another year. However his cricket
record is somewhat poor – in school and house matches he scored
just four runs in eight matches. Dawn suggested that the possible
reason may have been that he could have been colour-blind and
couldn’t see the red ball against the green grass, based on the fact
that there are others in the family with this problem.
Having had an uncle pay for his passage to the U.K. William lived
with two ‘maiden aunts’ in Teston,
Maidstone whilst attending the school.
Apparently he walked to school and back every day. On
completing his education, his uncle gave him the choice of
returning to his family in South Africa or going to an English
university. He chose the former as he was missing his parents
and siblings.
William married Ellen Cecelia Heathcote (her family appears in
Debretts peerage until 1980-90).
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On completing his studies in South Africa he
became a surveyor and then a mining engineer in
South Africa, and served in North Africa and the
Middle East in WW2 and was mentioned in
despatches.
William played the bagpipes and became pipesergeant (seen on far-right of photograph) and the
secretary of the Pipe Band Association of South
Africa for many years. He was also an amateur
astronomer and constructed his own astronomical telescope – seen here
with it in about 1960.
William died in 1985 in South Africa, leaving two daughters and six
grandchildren.
Another request recently was from Brian Reeves
who wanted to know whether MGS was used for the
filming of BBC’s The Darling Buds of May. Jeff was
able to re-assure him that David Jason and other members of the
cast had appeared in the Tax Inspector’s office scene which was
filmed in the Staff Room (now the Lower Staff Room) and also by
the bottom of the steps leading up to the Staff Entrance. Jeff
seems to remember that someone had told him that the old
Woodwork Room was used as well but hasn’t so far been able to
identify which scenes. Any help please? (Photo copyright of BBC).
From a past television programme to a passing President.
(Time to look away Richard – I did think of putting one of my
early birthday party photos in here but had second thoughts, the
paper hats were not complimentary). No doubt elsewhere in
this edition will be an article on the fact that Richard Ratcliffe is
stepping down after many long years as a prominent figure in
the OMS. Perhaps I could add just a short item on Richard, as
we have known each other since we started Primary School at
St. Paul’s School, aged five, before progressing on to North
Borough CPS and, of course, to MGS. At North Borough there
was a small group of us who ended up by being referred as a group from ‘Wind in the
Willows’ – Richard was ‘Ratty’, John Ashmole was
Mole, David Trodd I think was ‘Toad’. Not quite sure
how I fitted in but we were a little band of brothers and
we all passed our 11+. As an aside, interestingly, after
years of searching I have now been able to reestablish contact with John and we have been
exchanging memories – perhaps more of that another
time. Richard fared better than I in that he reached the
6th form (top left of photo with W A Claydon), became a
Praefect and went on to further education. Thank you
Richard for everything you have done in helping the
school and Old Maidstonian Society to run smoothly,
and of course, for your friendship over 70 years on and
off. (And by the way, our Webmaster, Malcolm
MacCallum, is bottom right in this extract.)
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Oh yes, what else were OMs into over the last three months? There were other lines of
enquiry as well – John Dickenson’s memories from the 1950s, John Bunyard’s Kent Pride
website (see below), Neil Whitmore and Sigue, Sigue Sputnik (a music group), Tim
Sharrock’s extensive memories and impressions of MGS 1948-56, items for inclusion into
Bill Tideman’s obituary, a little more on Percy Le Clair Hill’s death came to light, and, just
the commencement of Graham Walker’s recording of school life during the pandemic era.
However I will leave some of those stories for a future ‘Musings’ column.
I recently came across a Facebook posting which I thought might make a good conclusion
to the edition of my article –
A report from the Kent County Show of 1949 states that a Mr Ledward, a regular prize
winner, had been asked to remove one of his large medicinal plants from the display
following complaints from the Women’s Institute. They had stated that he had supplied
some leaves for their brownies (the cake type I presume, rather than the Girl Guide junior
branch) which had ‘caused a most unpleasant dream-like stance amongst youngsters,
leading to some disgraceful behaviour and a loss of inhibitions with local grammar school
boys’. Regrettably, I have Googled this and so far have been unable to find which plant it
may have been.
As I was reading another post which does not relate to the school in any way I hasten to
say, I came across a report from 1888 where it was reported that a man had used an
‘opprobrious epithet’ towards a woman he was angry with. The circumstances do not
really matter but it made me wonder how many journalists of today would even know what
that phrase means, let alone use it in an article. How times change. This comfortably
leads me on to: –
Old Maidstrivia
•

•

•

•
•
•
•

In the year 1902 the Stubbersfield Receipt was
given to the school by Dr Gilbert. This receipt is for
one quarter’s salary to the third master, Rowland
Stubbersfield, in 1576 and is still in the schools
possession: the archive’s oldest artefact.
In 1904, the Mayor invited the whole school to ride
in one of the new trams prior to them being opened
to the public.
The Blue Coat School in Knightrider Street was
closed in 1905 and the boys were integrated into
MGS. The girls were sent to the Girl’s Grammar
Gchool and each school was given a portrait of a
Bluecoat school pupil, which are now kept at
Maidstone Museum. There is a record board of all
those who were transferred at the bottom of the
stairs in the Sanfourche corridor (near Form Room
1).
‘Manual labour’ becomes a subject on the curriculum in 1905
After 358 years, in 1907 the number of pupils exceeds the 100 mark. By the end of
1920 the number had risen to 240.
In 1915 the school scout troop spotted and reported an enemy submarine. (The report
does not say where they were, or, what they had been drinking!!)
In 1918 a system of ‘Self-Government’ was introduced, with pupils from each form as
Representatives/ Praefects selected to keep order, and at the same time a system of
‘Home Rule’, where each form elected a President and Secretary to assign
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punishments for infringements of rules. (A bit like the Praefects in my time at the
school!)
Keep well and stay safe.
Icarus
Old Maidstonians who served in The Great Boer War, 1899-1902
Graham Walker has been exceedingly busy, as in addition to his work on MGS and Covid19, he has produced a detailed article about OMs who served in the Boer War. This is
fascinating, but as it runs to 51 pages, it is too extensive to print here, so it will appear in
full on the OM website.
As Graham writes in his introduction, ‘In the School’s Big Hall there is a stained glass
window remembering four former students who gave their lives during the Boer War, and
also an English Oak Memorial Board with the names of 29 students who served in this
conflict, including the four that died. After researching the 46 OMs who died in the Great
War, and the 72 who gave their lives in World War Two, it seemed apt to research the
MGS and Boer War connection.’
Stained Glass Windows in the Big Hall
And yet more from Graham, with his research into these wonderful windows. Once again,
an introduction is given below, and the full article will appear on the OM website.
The Big Hall at Maidstone Grammar School is an impressive, and for many, even an iconic
building. It is the focal point of the School’s community and it helps to establish and
embed the School ethos and tradition. The wood panelling engraved in gold letters with
the names of previous Headmasters, as well hundreds of notable scholars, are, on a
sunny day, illuminated in a beautiful, even divine, light because of the beautiful six stained
glass windows.
These windows reflect both local and national events
between 1894-1918, commemorating personal tragedy,
national sacrifice and monarchical jubilees. All six of the
windows were eventually in the ‘Big School room’ at the
Tonbridge Road site. However, the photograph to the right
was taken prior to the Great War and therefore those two
windows were not yet in situ. Since 1930, all six have taken
pride of place in the Barton Road Big Hall. For all those who
have, like me, looked in wonder at these works of art, I hope
to shed some light on the origins and stories behind their
creation. A particular ‘thank you’ to Andrew Toley, Latin
Teacher at MGS (1977-1998), who kindly translated the
Latin inscriptions on the windows.
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Memories of a police officer (2)
This is the second story from the short series of articles by Ron Dillon, who joined Kent
Police in 1962.
Woolworths
One Sunday evening in the mid-1960s, I was a police constable on patrol in Tunbridge
Wells when, just before midnight, the alarm was activated at Woolworths in Calverley
Road. This was at a time when their shops were being regularly burgled across southern
England so everybody went. Being one of the first on the scene, I went to the rear of the
shop, where I found that the sheet metal covering on the back door had been forced off
and attempt made to drill round the lock. Hearing noises from the roof, I went up the fire
escape and saw two men clambering on to the roof of adjacent shops. This I knew led to
the roof of British Home Stores a bit further along the road. Nothing daunted, I gave chase
and caught them up on the BHS roof. One disappeared over the side (I later found out
that he'd slipped off a drainpipe and fractured a leg and hip). The other one turned
towards me, looked and said 'All right, mate, no trouble'. Whether that was because, at
6'8'', I towered over him I don't know.
To get from BHS roof to the adjoining roofs entailed going up a steep slope which he did
with ease in crepe shoes, whereas in my boots I found it more difficult. Having got there, I
suddenly realised that the roof was only two feet wide and I made the mistake of looking
down. The ground seemed an awfully long way down and I froze. Meanwhile he'd gone
ahead. 'Hang on, I've arrested you'. He came back, took my arm and escorted me back
to terra firma. One flick and I'd have been gone. He and the other man were eventually
sent down for six months, and no more Woolworth shops were attacked.
The famous bit? His name was Derek 'Bertie' Smalls, who later found fame, if that's the
right word, as the first Supergrass and whose death warranted a full-page obituary in The
Times.
I did wonder whether, if I had slipped off the roof, he would have been suspected of
murder.
News from Old Maidstonians
Graham J. Brent writes, ‘I moved to the USA in 1987, and now live in Philadelphia. My
Father still lives in Whitstable and we drove through Maidstone for the first time in decades
this past January when I flew back with him after his Christmas visit. Curiously, a couple
of years ago, I ran into another Old Maidstonian who also lives in this area but was a few
years behind me (he's a colleague of my wife).’
In the Winter 2019 edition, we advertised the Maidstone Museum exhibition entitled,
Maidstone: United in Football, which was organised by John Bunyard. John has now
written to say that the talk which he gave before Christmas, was a sell-out. In the
audience there were some ‘heavy hitters’ from the Kent sports scene, and it led directly to
the start of discussions about the possibility of developing more than one permanent
exhibition of Kent sports and social history.
Needless to say, the Covid crisis has put all of this on ice for the moment. However, since
the public appetite is obviously there (20,400 people visited the Maidstone exhibition),
John thinks that the flame must be kept burning. So he has been working furiously on a
major new website concerning Kent's amazing history. If he gets to the end, it will contain
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over 800 exhibits; but as a lot of people are already going ‘stir-crazy’, he has just posted
the first 10%, which ought to keep anyone occupied for an hour or two. It's now available
at https://oldbunyardskentpride.com/
Dr J T R (Tim) Sharrock (MGS 1948 to 1956) has written very entertainingly as follows: ‘It
has struck me that my memories of MGS might be of interest to you. Most if not all of the
people mentioned must now no longer be with us, since I am 82.
‘I may not remember any of the serious aspects of the lessons at St Margaret’s or The
Cedars (my first two schools, both in Maidstone), but my teachers must have done a good
job, for I passed my 11plus at the age of 10, and entered Maidstone Grammar School. In
the exams, I had written a long essay of which I was proud. Presumably as a result of this,
I was placed in the middle group (form 3B), which concentrated on English and Science.
The top stream (3A) did Latin, and teachers kept the bottom stream (3C) at bay with stun
guns.
‘After an abysmal first year (especially in mathematics), I was demoted to form 4C. My
father‘s disappointment was doubtless fully justified, but did not help my self-esteem. I
was, however, now in my element, amongst fellow rebels. It was unthinkable not to be
beaten at least once per week, usually with a plimsoll by a praefect, but, for added status,
occasionally with a cane by the Headmaster, W A Claydon (“Whacker”). All the masters
always wore their black gowns; the Headmaster, in addition, wore his mortarboard, and
was skeletally thin, resembling closely the headmaster in Giles’ cartoons of the period. His
canings were for serious offences, such as pilfering or fighting or insubordination. The
praefects, on the other hand, could slipper smaller boys for even the most minor
misdemeanours, such as accidentally treading on the grass in the central quadrangle or
running in the corridors (often deliberately misinterpreting a fast walk as “running”). These
punishments were carried out every day, in the praefects’ Common Room, for the
lunchtime entertainment of all the praefects.
‘Within class 4C, I had a tormentor: a vicious bully who tortured me for pleasure (arm
twisting being his favourite method), also thereby extracting some or all of my pocket
money each week. This was accepted practice, and it was inevitable that, as the youngest
member of the form, I should be a victim. Nevertheless, break times were spent trying to
keep out of his way, and rainy days were welcome to me, since break was then spent in a
supervised classroom. It was inconceivable that I should complain to a teacher or tell my
father or seek help from my friends. I’d have to sort it out for myself, eventually.
‘Entering the ‘fourth year’ (years 1 and 2 were non-existent, the remaining legacy of a
long-gone preparatory school) brought one major benefit. Fourth-formers were required to
wear long trousers, so, for the first time in my life, I did not have to wear shorts. This
coincided with sufficient growth to allow me to sit on a seat in the bus and touch the floor
with my toes. I felt really grown up.
‘Form 4C was filled with characters: the leader had the charm and guile of the television
characters antique-dealer Lovejoy or trader Del Trotter, while another would arrange
assignations with his elder sister for sixpence (roughly one week’s pocket money). How I
managed it I do not know, but, from within this charismatic rabble, I achieved academic
excellence (not difficult, I suppose, to be top of such a class), and in the next year rejoined the middle stream, where we were taught general science rather than “How Not To
Break Things.” I stayed in the science stream throughout the rest of my time at school.
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‘My tormentor was still around as I entered my third year at Maidstone Grammar, but, on
the first day of term, as soon as he approached me with evil intent in his eyes, I thwacked
him on the nose. He never came near me again.
‘It was strange to re-join the class that I had left 14 months earlier, for almost all of my
friends had gone up from 3B to 4B. We had, however, stayed in contact, for most of us
were members of the school’s Scout Group. This was run by Skipper Blake (who taught
mathematics), Skipper Newcombe (who taught English) and Skipper Johnstone (who
taught French). They were marvellous, and not only do I feel gratitude now, but,
remarkably, we were all very appreciative at the time, realising that these masters were
giving up their free time to provide us with enjoyment. We had a well-drilled, efficient and
very happy troop, meeting on one evening a week after school in the special Scout Hut in
the school grounds, and going on a camp twice a year, at Easter and during the Summer
Holiday. The camp at Easter was usually within a few miles of Maidstone, but in the
summer we went to exciting places such as Exmoor, the Yorkshire Dales, the Isle of
Wight, Germany and Switzerland. Our ordinary weekly meetings often included exciting
Wide Games, involving night hikes, army-type attacks on another patrol’s camp to capture
their flag, or competitions to run a couple of miles and estimate precisely the time taken to
do so (by counting the seconds in one’s head). The best of all involved having to find our
way back to base as quickly as possible after we had all been blindfolded and each patrol
had been driven in the middle of the night to a different remote spot five or six miles away.
‘Skipper Johnstone was well-known in the school as a card-carrying Communist, who sold
The Daily Worker door to door. In the late 1940s, this was slightly unusual, but not much
more unusual than being a Liberal. At scout camp, he taught us to give the clenched fist
Communist salute and we all regarded kindly, smiling ‘Uncle Joe’ (Joseph Stalin) as a
hero; but at that time so too did most people in Britain, for we had only just won a war in
which Russia’s contribution to the victory had been at least as great as that of our other
major ally, the USA. Although already in existence, the Iron Curtain, the Cold War and
Senator Joseph McCarthy had not yet seriously changed public opinion.
‘The camping expedition to Switzerland via Germany with the scouts was my first trip
abroad. The outstanding memory of the trip is of staying in a Youth Hostel in Cologne that
was a converted concrete bunker, with no windows, and where the P.A. system woke us
up in the morning with “Achtung! Achtung!”, just as had the prison-camp guards in every
war film that we had ever seen. That unpleasant memory was only partly removed by a
day-long cruise down the River Rhine past the Lorelei, en route to Switzerland. We visited
Lucerne and Berne, and then camped on Alpine meadows at Zermatt, looking directly at
the wonderful Matterhorn, which we reached by a gruelling hike carrying all our equipment
and provisions on our backs.
‘I not only had a lot of fun and made friends in the Scouts, but also learnt many skills, such
as tying knots, hitches and lashings, the Morse code, semaphore, navigation, field craft
and camouflage, and how to work as part of a team. I was in the Peewit Patrol; my best
friend, Ken Sharp, was a Beaver. As a result, Peewits and Beavers were great rivals, our
respective positions being of far more importance than our positions in relation to the other
patrols. Ken lived in a remote part of Bearsted, close to where the bus dropped me a mile
or so from ‘Dinard’ (my home in Sandy Lane, Bearsted). When we travelled home after
school, Ken would go home and then cycle to Dinard, arriving there at just about the same
time that I did, walking. Late afternoon would always be spent together, cycling or ambling
our way along the country lanes or through the fields, climbing trees or damming streams,
prior to a high tea, homework and bed. At weekends, we would often cycle up on to the
North Downs and then along the Pilgrim’s Way, which in those days was an unmetalled
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cart-track bounded in summer by a profusion of chalk land flowers such as Harebell,
Cornflower, Corncockle and Chicory. Time flew.
‘In contrast, days at school were interminable. Each lesson lasted for 40 minutes which
extended, it seemed, to several hours on occasions, the hands on the large-faced clock on
every classroom wall creeping so slowly towards 4 o’clock. Until my eighth year, in the
Third-year Sixth, it was an ordeal to be suffered, and, with few exceptions, the teachers
were the enemy. The only ones that I remember now were the best and the worst.
‘Kindly Tom Gutteridge taught Physics, but so badly that only the occasional genius
understood why electricity doesn’t overflow all over the floor when a plug is removed (I still
don’t understand that). With extra tuition after school, I did, however, eventually scrape
through A-level Physics.
‘Johnny’ Johnstone (of Scout Group fame) taught French, with a rod of iron or, to be more
precise, with a bunch of keys on the end of a long metal chain, which he swung in a circle,
menacingly, at the slightest sign of insubordination, and which drew blood at least once a
week whenever his patience was tried beyond its limit. Nobody ever complained. We
loved him. We knew where we stood with him. Play up, and... thwack, clang, welt.
Behave decently, try to learn some French, and we’d get some very mildly risqué story in
French, enough to delight small boys.
‘Scoutmaster “Froggy” Newcombe, nicknamed because of his very wide mouth, taught
English, a subject in which I revelled whenever it consisted of writing, but hated when it
consisted of “boring” analyses of constructions. I wrote at home as well as at school,
composing the most awful “thrillers” involving Chinese gangs and daggers, loosely based
on heroes such as Biggles and Dick Barton. I did, however, achieve my second
acceptance into print, with a short essay or poem (I forget which) that was published in a
pretentious magazine for teenagers called The New Elizabethan.
‘Mr Matthews was truly ancient. Winkled out of retirement, presumably, to fill the gap in
teaching staff created by wartime losses, he taught chemistry dryly. We didn’t mess with
him, except once. I know not why, but one day he was silly enough to remove his false
teeth and leave them on the laboratory bench. We instantly spirited them away and had a
hilarious fortnight of being taught about shhhulphuric assshhhid, and
phossshhhphorussshhh, until a replacement set of teeth had been made.
‘Mr Pratt was head of biology, and was an instant hit when we first came across him, in our
third year. First day of term, first day with Mr Pratt, and he said something along the lines
of “I know you are all waiting to snigger at the sexy bits, so we’ll start with human
reproduction, get the sniggering over with, and then concentrate on the other aspects of
biology. OK?” Thirty eager 13-year-old boys all thought that this was very much OK. With
natural history as my main interest, a very human master, and encouragement from him,
biology was the only subject that I really enjoyed at school. I always did well. I wrote twice
as many essays as were actually required, lapping up the constructive criticism that was
provided by Mr Pratt. He allowed me to use the laboratory during break and after school,
and when he formed a Natural History Society, I became its Secretary and the Editor of its
magazine, produced once a term, using stencils typed by the school typist. The school
published little booklets of my work on The Status of Birds in Mote Park (December 1955)
and The Birds of Leybourne Gravel Pits (April 1956). I wish that I had kept in touch with
Mr Pratt after I left school. (I did contact him in 2002, and I was delighted to be able to tell
him by letter how much he had influenced my life and how grateful I was to him. He died
shortly afterwards and his son wrote to me to ask whether my letter could be read out at
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his funeral service. I was delighted that I had been in time to tell him, and his family and
friends, of the debt of gratitude that I owed him.)
‘Mr Edmunds was the very opposite of Mr Pratt. He was totally incapable of keeping any
control over a classroom full of boys, and chaos reigned. He seldom lasted more than the
first five minutes, and we would torment him until he screamed at us or started crying.
When he took us for swimming, he got pushed into the pool fully-clothed before he had a
chance to reach the changing rooms. We made his life Hell. Eventually, he was
prosecuted for failing to pay his fare on a bus (which he had done several times) and lost
his job as a teacher. He should never have started as a teacher, but I nevertheless still
feel guilty at my contribution to his downfall. I also blame him for my lack of knowledge of
history, which is a fascinating subject.
‘Mr Tebbs was an even worse teacher than was Mr Edmunds, but in a quite different way.
He knew what boys needed: discipline. And he knew how to make sure that they learnt
things: make them learn them by heart. He taught geography and music. For geography
homework, we had to learn by heart (like a poem) several paragraphs of a geography
book, and then recite them parrot-fashion to him, word perfect, in turns, in class the next
day. I remember that Lima in Peru has (or had) streets paved with blocks of balsa wood.
My other knowledge of world geography comes from an interest in the subject, not from Mr
Tebbs. His attitude to music was much the same. “Sharrock! What note comes after C?
Now sing it!” I usually didn’t know, and, even if I did, there was no possibility that I’d ever
be able to sing it. Mr Tebbs and I did not get on. I was his favourite pupil. He knew that
he could ask me anything and that I’d make a fool of myself and allow him to dish out
some enjoyable (to him) punishment.
‘The name of the games master eludes me, but he was always known as The Major. A
World War I major, bald, bullet-headed, thickset, Rugby-playing and sadistic. He had his
favourites, and anyone good enough to get into the First XV or the First XI could do no
wrong; athletes who ran or jumped or threw things were tolerated; but those who were
small or inept or slow (and I was all three) were subjected to indignities and scathing
witticisms. Only matches against other schools and First XV training took place on the
playing field adjoining the school; so my Rugby was at a field about a mile away. School
ended at 4 p.m., and that was also the time that Rugby practice finished, so we had almost
no time in which to shower, change and run an extra mile in order to try to catch the bus
home. I usually missed it, so got home an hour late after Rugby practice. I loathed it.
Relief came, however, when we were offered the option of taking part in cross-country
running instead of playing Rugby. I was no better at the former than at the latter, but (1) it
didn’t have The Major in charge, and (2) even I was able to get back to school and shower
and change before 4 p.m. Eventually, the wonderful Mr Pratt even made arrangements for
me to take part in cross-country running wearing Wellington boots and carrying binoculars.
I still had to go through the runners’ checkpoints, to make sure that I had completed the full
circuit (around the lake in Mote Park), but my afternoons were essentially spent
birdwatching, albeit at a rather-faster-than-ideal pace.
‘In the late 1940s and early 1950s, most things were still in short supply, as they had been
throughout the war. Even simple things such as sweets and fizzy drinks were scarce, and
sweet coupons (needed in addition to money to obtain toffees or the even rarer chocolate)
were negotiable schoolboy currency. The day that sweet rationing ended was a Red
Letter Day. The shop near the school always did a roaring trade in fizzy drinks in those
days, selling what was referred to as ‘penny drinks’ - essentially nothing but carbonated
highly coloured water - at 1d (0.4p) per glass. Oranges and bananas were virtually
unknown, but for some strange reason pomegranates were readily available, although I
never acquired a taste for them (pippy and tasteless, in my view).
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‘I had taken and passed seven Ordinary Level subjects (English language, English
literature, geography, general science, additional general science, mathematics, and
French), and then concentrated on just three in the Sixth Form (biology, chemistry and
physics), which I also passed. I could have gone up to university at that stage, but opted
instead to stay on for a third year in the Sixth (as did half-a-dozen of the ablest of my
year), to try for scholarships. In that last year, we had a lot of freedom, did not have to
wear school uniform and could more or less come and go as we wished. For the first time,
I thoroughly enjoyed school, including the work. I was studying only two subjects (botany
and zoology), both under my friend and mentor, Mr Pratt. I was away when the exam
results were posted on the noticeboard at school, and my mother cycled from Bearsted to
Maidstone to read them. She was devastated to find that everybody else in my year had
achieved Ps (= Pass), whereas I had been given four Ds (which she thought stood for
Dunce). I had actually obtained Passes with Distinction at both Advanced Level and
Scholarship Level in both my subjects, hence the four Ds. As a result, I was awarded a
State Scholarship. I wanted to read zoology at university, but all the advice that I received
was that there were no jobs for zoologists, but plenty for botanists; in addition, all
zoologists had to know French and German or French and Russian, whereas some
universities admitted botanists with just French. I had attended a one-year course in
scientific German in the Sixth Form, run by an incompetent trainee teacher, and, by the
end of the year, had learnt only three words: Stickstoff (nitrogen), Sauerstoff (oxygen) and
Wasserstoff (hydrogen). I did, however, have an ‘O’ Level in French. It is such false facts
and unimportant factors that influence vital life-changing decisions. One of the best botany
schools was at Southampton University, so I applied and, after interviews with the Dean of
the Science Faculty and the Professor of Botany, was accepted for entry in October 1956.
This exempted me from National Service; others of my age who did not enter university to
study science subjects went instead into the Army, Royal Air Force or Royal Navy.’
Obituaries
It is with much regret that the Society records the deaths of Old Maidstonians, and others
who were linked to the school. We extend our deepest sympathy to their families and
friends.
Professor Peter Day FRS (1938 to 2020) went up to Wadham
College, Oxford, to study chemistry, after leaving MGS in 1957.
Peter went on became a Junior Research Fellow (1963 to 1965) at
St John’s College, and then Official Fellow and Tutor in Inorganic
Chemistry (1965 to 1988) at St John’s, and a University Lecturer. He
defined a new field in chemistry, that of mixed valent compounds,
and this knowledge pervades much of modern science.
Peter was Director of the Institut Laue-Langevin in Grenoble, and then
became Director of the Royal Institution of Great Britain from 1991 to
1998, where he was the Fullerian Professor of Chemistry. From 2008,
he was an Emeritus Professor of Chemistry at the University College of
London. He was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society 1986, and
received numerous awards from learned societies around the world.
Peter Day (centre) with fellow Prefects in 1957, before the days of
‘Thatcher the Milk Snatcher’.
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Peter’s contribution to chemistry in the UK was so
profound, that the Royal Society of Chemistry named a
major award after him.
Peter is survived by his two children and five
grandchildren, having lost his wife in 2018.
Julian Parish says that he got to know Peter at St John’s when he organised an Oxford
and Cambridge reunion for Old Maidstonians who were students (or tutors) at the two
universities at the time. Paul Oldham, who went up to Oxford in 1963, says that he met
Peter on a number of occasions. (Also, at that time, the then Headmaster of MGS, the
redoubtable William Arthur Claydon - ‘WAC’ - used to host an ‘Oxford Dinner’ at the
University each autumn to meet with OMs on their academic journey through Oxford.)
We are grateful to Henry Darley, Richard Ratcliffe, and the Guardian obituary for other
information which is printed above.
Reginald Hughes (pupil 1949 to 1955, and staff 1968 to 1973) died recently at almost 90
years of age. Reg taught English and was Head of Music; he was also Organist and
Choirmaster at All Saints’ Church from 1970 to 1980. One of the reasons why he left
MGS, to go to Homewood School in Tenterden, was the loss of the first two years of boys
when the school moved to the 13+ system, and the difficulties that this created for choral
work. When he left MGS, an appreciation of his service and character appeared in The
Maidstonian of 1973.
Reg led many concert performances in England (including a well-acclaimed performance
at Coventry Cathedral), and across the continent. He instigated some of the earliest
school musicals, and there was a notable production of La Belle Hélène (also see above).
He took the school choir to the Llangollen International Musical Eisteddfod in 1969, but
unfortunately it did not get past the preliminary tests. In addition, he instituted the
'Musicians' school tie, and led the Transport Society.
Reg wrote a Communion Service for All Saints’, called The Maidstone Service. This was a
congregational setting, and there is a possibility that it might be used again
Nicholas King followed Reg as Head of Music, despite having no class teaching
experience, and never having expected to land up in that direction, but he was at a loose
end after coming down from Cambridge. After two terms, he moved to Folkestone
Grammar School for Girls, and was succeeded by Trevor Webb, who was Organist at Holy
Cross, Bearsted. David Leeke then took up the post after Trevor.
Thanks are due to various people who have contributed to the above information about
Reg, including Joe Cloke who was his teaching colleague on the staff of Gosport County
Grammar School, Lionel Marchant of All Saints' Church and Richard Ratcliffe. Further
information can be found in Gaudeamus by Jim Clinch, which is a history of music at MGS.
(Editor’s note: the BBC archive from 1970 lists a broadcast which Reg gave on Radio 3
with the MGS choir, and there is a tantalising hint from a Google search of some
correspondence with Benjamin Britten, but I have been unable to access the details.)
Heather Cook (MGS Bursar) has written as follows to announce the death of Bernard
Lewis on 25 April 2020. He was 86 years old.
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‘Bernard Lewis started work at MGS as a painting/ decorating contractor in 1994. He
spent the summer holiday each year redecorating the whole school and he did this for 18
years when problems with his neck and back forced him to retire. His first year working
with us was particularly difficult because the school had not been decorated for some time.
It didn’t matter to him; He had a hugely positive attitude and was always such a happy
chap. I can still hear his reassuring words, ’It will get done – don’t worry!’ He quite
literally worked until the job was done. Nagging him about the long hours he worked, as I
did many times, never seemed to work - He would just laugh!
‘Everyone on the staff got to know Bernard. He wasn’t like any other contractor. He felt a
real belonging to the school and he was often asked to come in to help prepare for special
events. He was always proud and pleased to be asked to help out. He would also help
the caretakers with tasks around the school, and in many ways they came to rely on good
old Bernard and the skills he had to offer. They actually saw him as an extension of their
team.
‘Many former and present members of staff will remember Bernard with a great deal of
fondness. Over the last couple of years he had not been in the best of health but he still
managed to think about MGS. He was a wonderful, compassionate, kind and caring man.
He would never have believed that he had touched so many people at the school and he
would be astonished that his passing would actually be included in The Old Maidstonian.
He would definitely have shed a tear!’
Bernard Moody: a clarification. In our previous edition, it was stated that Bernard left the
headmastership of MGS to take up a post at Sandhurst. This is correct, but the post
ended after two years, and he then went on to a school in Sandown on the Isle of Wight.
(This has been the source of some confusion!)
Philip Richardson (1936 to 2020; MGS staff member, 1980 to 1998)
‘I’ll deal with you later.’
‘Nought out of twenty for that.’
‘With unerring accuracy you’ve got that completely wrong.’
These are just three of the many ‘catch phrases’ that tripped off Philip’s tongue with great
regularity - not necessarily directed at his students - and continued to do so, as I can
personally testify, right up until his sad death at the age of 84, at the hand of Covid-19.
Philip came to MGS in 1980 after a life in Australia as a politics lecturer and a television
personality and commentator (nowadays we would call him a pundit), and then as a
barrister in London after his return to England. He did not find it easy in his first year,
adapting to the life and requirements of being a schoolteacher after his other professional
roles, but once he had established himself, he provided eighteen years of colourful and
compelling service to MGS in the Politics and Economics Departments, and way beyond.
He transformed the Library when Dr Pettit asked him to take on this role and built up
teams of very loyal and efficient librarians over many years. The annual Library Christmas
Party became one of the social events of the year (by invitation only, but Black Tie was not
required!).
The successes of the Quiz Team, including becoming the National Schools’ Champions,
and the Debating Team were achieved largely through his coaching skills and tactical
acumen. Indeed, he treated both enterprises as a general would a military campaign. He
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insisted, too, that the teas provided in school after these events always surpassed those of
the schools we visited in away fixtures.
I developed a long friendship with Philip that lasted until the day he died. We were both
graduates of Pembroke College, Oxford, and this was the initial link that drew us together.
I was happy to drive the minibus around Kent, London, the South-East and the Midlands
for Quiz and Debating matches. It was during these trips on out-of-school activities that
our friendship grew and our ‘double-act’ developed. If you remember the Wacky Races
cartoons from your childhood, you might say that I was Mutley to his Dick Dastardly!
Our mutual love of cricket strengthened the friendship after retirement. We spent many
happy hours and days watching, discussing and arguing over the finer points of the game.
He was a long-standing member of the MCC and Surrey and always attended the Test
Matches at Lord’s and the Oval. In the later years he joined me as a member of Somerset
and we watched many matches at Taunton together.
But it was at Hove that the best cricket story about Philip took place. He had gone there to
watch Sussex play the Australians. Although not a member of Sussex at that point, he
was in the Members’ Enclosure, having managed to get into the ground without paying for
his ticket - Sussex’s fault, not his - in the first place. The tea interval was approaching and
Philip had a mug of tea in his hand. At that moment Ian Healy, the Australian batsmen, hit
a six into the Enclosure. With ‘unerring accuracy’ the ball knocked the mug out of Philip’s
hand before he could get out of the way. Even Philip admitted that a kind of justice had
been meted out to him on that occasion!
Many will attest to Philip’s concern and help to them, especially in times of difficulty. There
was a sensitive heart beating beneath the larger-than-life exterior.
I am very blessed to have known him and to have counted him as one of my closest
friends for almost forty years.
Comments are from Andrew Toley, Latin Teacher at MGS (1977 to 1998)
Henry Darley says that Bill Tydeman (Head Boy, 1953 to 1954) died in November 2018,
and that ‘WAC always mispronounced his name as “Tidyman” which irked him
enormously, but no one dared to correct him!’
Henry recalls attending a performance of the Mediaeval tale, Gammer Gurton’s Needle at
King’s School Canterbury, and noting that the script read ‘Translated by W.M Tydeman’,
with a dedication to ‘The English teachers at Maidstone Grammar School’.
‘Something for nothing’ donations to our charity
If you buy goods or services online, many retailers will make a donation to charity. This
costs the buyer nothing, while the charity gets income. The Society and its registered
charity, the Old Maidstonian Trust, has for some time participated in Easyfundraising, a
scheme used by many retailers. This year Amazon has instead started its own scheme,
Amazon Smile, and we are now registered in that scheme. Details of both schemes
follow.
Please help us through one or both of these schemes. Funds donated go to support the
school and its current and immediate past pupils, including through the Society’s Awards.
(For details, see the Society’s website, http://www.oldmaidstonians.org.uk .)
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Easyfundraising is the UK’s largest charity shopping fundraising site. Over 4000 retailers
participate and to date they have donated over £31 million. In our first year in the scheme,
with only six OMs signed up, we raised over £120. To join is easy. Visit
http://www.easyfundraising.org.uk, and click on ‘Find a cause’. Type ‘Old Maidstonian
Society’ into the dialog box. We should come up as the first choice: click ‘Support this
cause’ for us. Then fill in the form to create an account. It's very simple to complete.
Make sure you can remember your password! To help you remember to use the scheme
whenever you buy from participating retailers you can download Easyfundraising’s
‘Donation Reminder’.
Amazon’s scheme offers a smaller percentage donation (0.5%) than almost all retailers in
Easyfundraising, but is easy to use. To do so, visit http://smile.amazon.co.uk . If you have
an existing Amazon online account, it is also valid for Smile. Otherwise register as a new
customer. When you first use Amazon Smile, nominate our charity 'Old Maidstonian Trust'
to receive donations. From then on use www.smile.amazon.co.uk, just as you would have
used www.amazon.co.uk.
For additional information, contact the Society’s webmaster, Malcolm MacCallum, at
webmaster@oldmaidstonians.org.uk or visit the Society’s website’s Fundraising page.
And finally….
Could you be a Mentor to MGS Alumni? As an MGS Alumni are you looking for a Mentor?
If the answer to either of these questions is ‘yes’ then please get in touch.
oms@oldmaidstonians.org.uk
Many thanks for reading!
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